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NSU to Open Nation's
Largest Coral ·Reef Center
l!l:·.~~.~~~t; .1.':l.t;~~~ ............ .
NSU has built the nation's
largest coral reef research center an 86, OOO-square-foot facility that
cost $50 million to build.
The Center of Excellence for
Coral Reef Ecosystems Research
is located at NSU's Oceanographic
Center at John U. Lloyd Beach State
Park in Hollywood, Fla. The facility
will celebrate its grand opening on
Sept. 27.
After winning a nationwide
competition, NSU earned the
highest grant of $15 million from
the U.S. Department of Commerce,
made possible by the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009. In addition to this amount, the
largest grant NSU has ever earned,
the school raised $35 million to
build the center solely dedicated to
coral reef ecosystems research and
conservation - Florida is home to
84% of the nation's reefs.
In a press release, President
George Hanbury II said, "By
opening this state-of-the-art facility,
NSU is taking a leadership role in

NSU sets national record in building an 86.000 square·fool coral reef facility.

Florida's marine science research
and helping boost an important
multibillion-dollar coral industry
that employs thousands of South
Floridians and sustains many small

businesses. The research center
is critical for the environmental
sustain ability of coral reefs, which
are the life blood of our region and
oceans, and their" ecosystems."

Before the facility has even
opened its doors, the center has
already contributed to the local
economy. It has preserved 22
academic jobs and added 22 more,

created 300 construction jobs and
will employ 50 graduate students.
.' South Florida's abundant coral
reefs contribute $6 billion to the
SEE CORAL REEF 2

Snag an internship ora full-time
job at a Fortune 500 Company
By: Mnena Iyorpuu
The NSU internship and job
fair will take place on Sept.25, from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m., at the Don Taft
University Center.
Over 40 companies will be
attending, most of them Fortune
500 companies, all recruiting for
internship and full time positions.
This event is open to all NSU
students and alumni.
Diane Klein, assistant director
of internships, said that NSU
organizes two job fairs every year
- one in the fall, and another in
the winter. The event is held early
in the semester because this is when
recruiters do their fall recruitment
"They will also be recruiting for
summer internships," Klein said, "So
it is very important that students who

are seeking summer 2013 internships
attend because most of the recruiters
do all their recruitment in the fall and
start interviewing for their internship
opportunities towards the end of the
semester."
Students are expected to come
to the fair professionally dressed and
with their resumes. They also need
their NSU SharkCards or their N
numbers to be registered at the event.
Klein said that students who
do not have resumes and need help
creating one should go to the office
of career development to meet
with a career adviser. The career
development office is located on the
4th floor of Alvin Sherman Library,
Room 4036.
Frank White, senior business
administration major, said that he
SEE JOB FAIR 2
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local economy, and account for
at least 71,000 jobs in hospitality,
public sector, and scientific fields.
The center's main goals are to
assess the health of coral reefs; treat
the habitats of damage; examine
climate change and its effects;
cultivate nurseries; map the nature
of international reefs; study water
flow and coral growth in order to
efficiently reconstruct the habitats;
study the biology of reefs; look
closely into the negative effects
of external natural and unnatural
stressors; and achieve a greater

understanding of how reefs respond
to threats.
Major threats to the oceans
are pollution, acidification, rising
sea temperatures, over fishing, and
development. NSU plans to help
ocean life by mitigating these local
threats. Studies show 25-30% of the
world's reefs are severely damaged.
NSU built this center in recognition
of the tremendous value of coral
reefs in the United States.
The
center
will
house
laboratories,
feature
research
collaboration, training, fieldwork

staging, a marine science library,
and an 85-seat auditorium.
Alumnus Sarah Mohamed,
environmental science major, said,
"I am beyond proud of NSU.
Having studied the environment
for years, I must say action to
preserve wildlife is necessary.
From excessive pollution and other
stressors, we are seriously damaging
our Earth."

~

events by students, for students

September

Tuesday, September 11
The Current Staff Meeting» 12 p.m., ASA Room 104
Opened to students interesting in writing for the newspaper.
Contact: Mnena Iyorpuu, mi182@nova.edu, 954-262-8455

Friday, September 20
SUTV Staff Meeting 12pm ASA room 104
Open to students interested in learning about and
becoming involved with television

Thursday, September 20
Nomadics Math Club Meeting}) 12 p.m., Mailman
Room 310

JOB FAIR from 1

Contact: Andre Escobar, ae311@nova.edu, 954-200-1363

is really excited about the fair and
She said that recent research by
the National Association of Colleges
the number of companies that will
and Employers (NACE) found that
be attending.
White said that from the list . 32% of college graduates from 2012
of companies and organizations
had jobs lined up after graduation,
and this same 32% had internship
attending, he is interested in working
with Can't Stomach Cancer: The
and work experience on their resume.
"The internship area is growing.
Foundation of Debbie's Dream,
Since the economy isn't doing that
an organization that deals with the
great, it's been affecting full-time
eradication of cancer.
"I am also interested in
employment, but not affecting
Enterprise Inc. and TD Bank as well,
internship opportunities as much.
because they are solid companies
So students are still able to get
that have corporate.history," he said.
opportunities, get good experience,
Luisa Garcia, RN - MSN, said
and either get hired by the company
they're doing the internship with or
that it is really nice that NSU is
organizing an internship and job fair
use that as an opportunity to get into
other organizations," Klein said.
because students are always looking
She said that NSU has worked
for something on the side to do, and
really hard this year to bring
everyone needs internships.
"Somebody might be thinking
employers who offer opportunities
of switching careers, and having
to international students as well, and
so many different companies at the
they are also encouraged to attend.
"Internships will really provide
fair will open people's minds and
international students with great
give them opportunities to meet
work experience, and it will give
other employees and employers."
them a leg up to hopefully stay in this
Garcia said.
country and find sponsorship," Klein
Klein said that internships are
very important.
said.
"A degree, today, without
Many of the employers will be
hiring for internships and Optional
experience is like getting on a bus
Practical TrainIng (Opn, which
without $1.25 to pay the fee. You
need to have some experience on your . gives international students the
resume so employers look at you. It ' opportunity to work for a' year
without needing to acquire a work
really gives you a leg up," she said.

H-1B visa.
Andre Smith, MBA student and
international student, said that he
is happy about the job fair and the
opportunity it offers to international
students.
"I have been in a position where
I finished my undergraduate degree
and, because I'm an international
student, it was hard to get a job,
and that's part of the reason why I
decided to further my education,"
Smith said. "However, I know
how the job fair has helped some
international students get jobs."
He hopes that NSU will
continue organizing such events and
that international students will take
advantage of the opportunity.
Klein said that the job fair is not
only for seniors or graduate students.
She said that students, especially
freshmen and sophomores, should
not be intimidated when they hear
career fair or job fair. It is important
for all students.
"Even students who may
not be looking for an internship
or a full-time position this year
are still encouraged to attend, to
get a feeling of what employers
are 10Gking for, in order to make
themselves more marketable f-or
the future," Klein said.

Submit your student club or organization's events for the
Onshore calendar by emailing: mi182@nova.edu,
Only events for students, by students accepted.
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Students show
shark pride on NBC 6
~v:

Saily Regueiro

On Sept. 12 NBC 6 came to
NSU where 275 students filled the
Don Taft University Center with
shark pride.
As a part of college week,
which highlights colleges around
South Florida, colleges around South
Florida. NBC co-anchor of the
news at 5, Adam Kuperstein and
sports anchor Joe Rose reported
on some of NSU's achievement's.
The segment aired live durring the
Wednesday 5 p.m. broadcast.
Rose interviewed Olympic
swimmer, Esau Simpson, about his
time in London for the broadcast.
Simpson expressed happiness in
taking part in the summer Olympic
Games. Simpson said he and the
rest of the NSU swim team were
excited and looking forward to the
start of their season.
President George L. Hanbury II

also spoke to Kuperstein about the
undergraduate and graduate programs
that NSU offers and all the shark pride
represented by the students who, he
said, makes NSU really stand out.
Rose said that he sees athletics
and sports programs around South
Florida heading in the right direction.
"Many schools in Florida have
become top recruiting schools and
because of its weather and location
many good athletes come and add on
to the college teams," he said.
Sara Gawish, senior marketing
and management major and president
of finatics, was amongst those that
participated in the event.
She said, "It was nice to see all
those students come together and
represent our school. Shark pride all
the way."

News
Briefs
Fall Extravaganza on Sept. 18
Join S.E.A. on the library quad to
enjoy a carnival like atmosphere
on Tuesday Sept. 18. From 11:00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m. to celebrate
the beginning of fall . Students
can get caricatures drawn, play
games' and eat carnival foods.
To find out more, call (954)-2627223. Student Success Fair, Sept. 19
On Sept. 19 the Student Success
Fair in the Carl DeSantis
Building Atrium will take place.
Undergraduate students can learn
how to get more involved at NSU
and tips on how to accomplish
their goals. Email questions to
Adam Gorelick at ag1249@
nova.edu or Sheila Fabius at
sf674@nova.edu.

Joe Rose interviewing Esau Simpson, sophmore biology major, about
his Olympic experience

COURTESY OF S. ROGUEIRO

Delta Phi Epsilon
Presents Mr. Finta.s tic

The Visual Arts Exhibition
The Division of Performing
and Visual Arts has created
an exhibition series, Women
Outside Design3: Confessions
of Life and Death, highlighting
the works of female artists. The
exhibition is running until Oct.
9 in Gallery 217. No tickets are
required as this event is free. For
additional information call (954)262-7620.
NSU's Performing Arts special
show
This year, the Division of
Performing and Visual Arts will
feature a musical comedy called
. You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown in the Don Taft University
Center's Performance Theatre
running Sept. 28-0ct. 7. For
more information call (954)-262817.9 or log on to: http://www.
fcas.nova.edu/arts (tickets are
needed for entrance)
NSU to host senate debate
The senate debate _between
democrat incumbent Bill Nelson
and Republican Connie Mack,
will take place ar NSU Oct.17
at 7 p.m. WPTV News Channel
5 anchor Michael Williams will
moderate the debate. People will
have the opportunity to tune into
the debate through a "Before
You Vote" network, of several
partner TV stations throughout
Florida. Check local listil}gs for
avilability.
Iron Man 3 coming to Florida
Beginning in October, Robert
Downey Jr. and the cast and crew
of fron Man 3 will be filming in
Dani,! 'Beach . amI 'Surrounding
aieas' of sOt;th Floritla.~ The
expected release date is May 3,
2013.

Girls eagerly antiCipating the Mr. Fantastic contestants to make their appearance.

By: Saily Regueiro
On Friday Sept. 14, the women
of Delta Phi Epsilon hosted the 18th
annual Mr. Fintastic, a male beauty
pageant, held to raise awareness
and money for the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation.
CI'aig Ferguson, biology major,
took home the title of Mr. Fintastic
this year. There were 10 participants
from all the fraternities as well as the
orientation team.

Mr. Fintastic had five rounds
including casual wear, shark pride,
swim wear, talent, and formal attire.
While each contestant walked the
stage, a bucket was passed, and the
audience donated money for their
favorite contestant. At the end, the
man who raised the most money was
crowned Mr. Fintastic. 100 percent of
the money collected is then donated to
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
is one of the three national

philanthropies that Delta Phi Epsilon
supports and ' this year the event
has a stronger significance. Auriel
Rojeana Hall, sophomore business
administration major, a sister of Delta
Phi Epsilon, has Cystic Fibrosis.
Marjorie Diaz, Delta Phi Epsilon
Philanthropy coordinator 'said, "This
year the sisters are more inclined to
raise money for Auriel."
Janette Becerra, freshman
business administration major, said,
"It is really cool that they have a

fun event to raise money for such a
good organization."
Last year $3,200 was raised, but
this year $3,336 was collected.
Diaz said, "Our goal is to
raise more and everY goal Delta Phi
Epsilon makes we surpass it."
For more information on the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation visit
http://www.cff.orgl.

A Day for children celebrates
10th anniversary
In celebration of its 10th
anniversary, A Day for Children
will have a fun-filled and health
conscious event on Sept. 23,
_..from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at NSU.
Free healthcare assessments will
'be provided for children 15 years
and under. Several providers
from Broward County will be
available to answer questions
related to children's health. The
Davie Fire Department will be at
the event to provide free safety
demonstrations on installing car
seats. There will be food and
lots of games. The Davie Police
Department will also be there
to issue ID cards for kids. This
event is open to the public. For
more infonnation, call 954-6782273.
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Hurricane
PreparednessatNSU
,-

By: Isabel Murrillo
Names like Andrew and
Katrina are hard to forget, especially
because of the big landfalls and wind
damages they caused.
Since 1945, the worst hurricanes
in history have hit during the months
of September and October. For this
r.eason, it is important that the NSU
community knows what to do when
a hurricane threatens South Florida.
Hurricane season runs from
June 1 to Nov. 30, with August
and September as the peak months
for tropical development. Since
tropical systems are a part of
living in South Florida, the NSU
community created a hurricane
watch team (H.W.T). The HWT
plays an important role during this
season, providing safety procedures
for the NSU students and staff.
While NSU hasn't been
impacted by a major storm since .
2005, students did get a sense of
what to expect, thanks to Tropical
Storm Isaac in August.
Della Charles, junior political
science major, said that Tropical
Storm Isaac was her first big
hurricane scare.
"I was afraid at first, but
eventually I felt safe. The staff
constantly sent out e-mail updates on

whether evacuation was necessary
information as to when the university
and they provided us with lunch and
will ·both close and reopen.
dinner. We were told to stay in the
Camp said, "In case of an
building," Charles said.
evacuation, students will be sent
NSU provides a list of storm
to the elementary school where
procedures at www.nova.eduJreslife/
shelters are located since there is
safety/hurricane.htrnl.
According
more capacity. If extra space is
needed, students will have to be
the procedures, outlined by the
office of residential life and housing,
taken to campuses up north. It all
if a hurricane watch is issued, the
depends on how strong it is."
members of the NSU administrative
Students living in residence halls
staff will make sure that students who
are requested to fill out a hurricane
contact information form, indicating
reside on campus are equipped with
all the necessities during the storm.
whether they will remain on campus
n university shelter during a storm.
In the case of a hurricane
warning, President Hanbury will
Dave
Dawson,
executive
decide if the university residence halls
director of university relations, uses'
will be evacuated and if the campus
social media to send out notifications
will be closed.
.
via Facebook and Twitter to keep
Aarika Camp, director of
students alert.
Camp said. "We will all get
residential life and housing, is in
charge of sending e-mails, touching
together before, after, and during
base with people and dj.splaying
the storm, to make sure students '
warning signs on doors. The
are prepared and provided with
departments of business services,. . everything they need."
University Center operation, facility
Residential life and housing
suggests the following list of
management,. public safety,. public
emergency
items
residential
affairs, information technology and
students should have on hand during
telecommunication, which are part of
the Hurricane Watch Team, also help
hurricane season:
in this area. They also contact major
Blankets
news organization for immediate
Clothing-seasonal
broadcast notification of updates.
Medicines! Prescription Drugs
Toiletries/ Hygiene items
Students should listen to the
FlashlightJ Batteries
radio and television . stations for

ell

Hurricane Andrew's aftermath is an example of the damage a hurricanw can leave behind.

Telephones - Fully charged
cell phone with extra battery
Cash (with some smaU bills)
as Credit Cards- Banks and
ATMs may not be available for
extended periods
Important documents- in
waterproof container or watertight
resealable plastic bag
Insurance, medical records,
bank account numbers, social
security card
Contact a resident assistant
in your area if you experience any
water intrusion in your room. If
you have any window damage, you
are encouraged to contact Public
Safety at 954-262-8999
If you are feeling depressed,
stressed or anxious due to
in~lement weather , please contact

the Henderson student counseling
center hotline at 954-424-6911
It is also recommended that you
save the NSU emergency hotline,
800-256-5065, in your cell phone
during hurricane season. The main
telephone number of the university .
(954)262 7300 also serves as a
hotllne during hurricane.
All information and severe
weather alerts are made available to
the NSU community via the NSU .
emergency web page: www.nova. ,
eduJemergency and the hurricane
web page: www.nova.edu/hurricane.
With a few small advance
preparations and awareness of the
hurricane procedures, the NSU
community will be fully prepared to
weather the stOrIn.
_, ~. • • t
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By: Kelsey Cortez
It's 5 am and I'm wondering
how I ended up in a parking lot on
Hollywood Beach, wearing neon,
high-waisted shorts, lost in a herd of
confused individuals dressed in 80s
garb. I'd have to say it started with
my love of film .
I'm a senior Communications
Studies major, but my passion has
always been film production. One day,
I hope to direct my own movies, and
maybe even perform in them as well.
When a friend told me that the feature
film, "Rock of Ages," was looking for
extras, I figured it would be a great
opportunity to network and get some
real-world production experience.
I showed up to the open casting
call, headshot in hand, ·not knowing
what to expect. This was my first
time auditioning for anything other
than a high school play. Name:
Kelsey Cortez, Age: 19, Height: 5'4
5' 6 (I soon found out all actors lie
about their height). After handing in
my information, I assumed that the
chances of getting a callback were
one in a million. To my surprise, I
received a call the follOwing week
asking if I would like to participate
as an extra in the production's first
day of filming. Of course I said yes,
eager to mingle with actors and film
professionals, possibly get a glimpse
at the film's star, Tom Cruise, all
while getting paid. It seemed like
a dream come true. All I had to do

was call a hotline number 24 hours
before the day of the shoot to find out
the details .. .Location: Hollywood
beach. Attire: 80s beach wear. Call
Time: .. .5am?!
Suddenly, my big break seemed
like a huge mistake. Like a mad
woman I rushed to Forever 21,
buying anything that could pass
as 80s beach wear, after all the
hotline said we should come with
three outfits! After blowing $120
on everything neon, I woke up at
an ungodly hour the next morning
to cake on make-up and tease my
hair. I arrived at the Hollywood
Beach parking lot exhausted, but
awe struck. Vans, buses, and tents
crowded -the space while important
looking people rushed in and out
of trailers. Tom C~se? No. Tom?!
No. I made my way to the checkin tent, along with a group of hired
extras. I was surprised at how easy
it was to identify the "first-timers,"
like me. The "newbies" were young
teens, dressed in their best idea of
80s wear, wide-eyed and confused.
"Men in one line, girls in another!"
I heard one of the extras behind me,
obviously not a newcomer, say "And
the cattle call begins!" And soon I
understood what he meant.
We were separated by gender,
asked to change our clothes (turns
out neon was not allowed), striped
of our self-applied make up and
remade, by professionals, into 80s

Kelsey getting some experience behind and in front of the camera.

looking birds of paradise. We were
then sent to a waiting area where
we were fed a light breakfast. After
an hour or so, production assistants
poured into our waiting room and led
_us to the set, only to break us into
more manageable groups of ten and
position us along the beach. "You,
here." "You, wait there." For hours
we were placed and re-placed, until
finally, it was show time. The actors
(the professional ones) arrived on
set. You could tell because a person
holding an umbrella followed them

wherever they went. Us extras, on
the other hand, also received some
star treatment - we were offered a
sunscreen "spritz" every now and
then to prevent cancerous growths
due to waiting in the sun for hours.
While the cameras were rolling,
it was my specific task to act like I was
enjoying a game of beach volleyball,
while a scene was being filmed inside
a beachfront restaurant. Filming took
no more than 15 minutes, and then we
were shepherded to our next shooting
location while the stars went back to

their trailers. This processes repeated
itself from 7 am to 7:30 pm. It wasn't
long before I realized that being an
extra was very similar to being an
animal in a cattle call. Nonetheless,
I made friends, was able to network
with other aspiring actors, and had
a memorable experience. _ Given
the chance, I 'would definitely do it
again, but this time I'll pack my own
sunscreen, -and leave the neon shorts
at home.
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Getting around campus just got easier
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real-time passenger information system
to find out when the next Shark Shuttle
will be arriving near you. Visit www.
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app to your mobile phone.
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ON THE BENCH
Commentary by: Andre Jensen
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The men's soccer team
(3-1-0) suffered their first
defeat of the season
losing 1-0 to Florida
Southern on Wednesday
September 12.

WOMEIJ'~ ~CER

The women's soccer team (1-2-0)
dropped their second game of the
season at home last Wednesday aga inst
Florida Southern, 1-0.

The women's volleyball team (1-8)
continues to struggle as they were
defeated 3-0 by Palm Beach Atlantic on
September 12.

NSU Championship
Golf Team adds new face
BJ:-~~~~ J~~~~-~- ............ .
New assistant coach for
men 's and women 's golf Noah
Goldman comes into a national
championship team with an
establish reputation that he hopes
to contribute to.
"This is a great opportunity
with a wonderful organization,"
Goldman said. "I'm looking
forward to the opportunity ahead
of me ."
Goldman had been the
assistant coach at Stamford
University
in
Birmingham,
Alabama, for one year. There he
helped the women's golf program
accomplish nine top 10 finishes
in 11 tournaments, including two
tournament wins and five top-five
finishes.
Prior
to
coaching
at
Samford, Goldman played golf
professionally in the Peach State
Tour finishing in the top in three
of eight tournaments .
A graduate of Mississippi
State University where he earned
a bachelor's degree and MBA in
business administration, Goldman
excelled as a player in the
NCAA Division I Southeastern
Conference (SEC). During his
four years at MSU, he ranked at
the top with the third most career
tournament wins, fifth in career
scoring and sixth in a single
season scoring average. Goldman
was also twice named SEC Golfer

1

COURTESY OF A. JENSEN

Assistant Coach for Golf Programs Noah Goldman

of the Week.
His list of achievements also
goes back as far as high school
in Longwood, Florida. Where he
attended Lake Mary H.S and was
captain of the school golf team.
There Goldman led his team to win
the Seminole County Conference
Championship and being named to
the county's conference team and
landing a spot of on the Orlando
Sentinel all-County team.
Goldman said he's ready
for the challenges of coaching a
championship team.
"I want to continue to keep

winning, keep getting better and
keep our goals high," he said,
"Sometimes, when you have a
winning program like ours it's
hard to set goals higher, I don't
want to fall into that trap ."
He hopes to accomplish
another Championships for his
team, but help his players improve
not only on the golf course but off
it also.
"Being ready to succeed" is
Goldman's motto and he intends
to instill that into his players, not
only as a coach, but as a mentor.

For Serena Williams, the past
few months might be called the
most dominating performance for a
tennis player that we 've ever seen.
William's spectacular performance
in the U.S. Open championship
match put, what I think, was the
exclamation point on that statement.
Since winning Wimbledon in June,
Williams has been an unstoppable
talent. All the while, new tennis stars
have come matured and become
successful over the last year. This
shifted the balance of power in
women's tennis. Despite these
fresh faces, Williams continued to
outperform all of them.
In what would be her biggest
test at the U.S Open finals, Williams
faced No. 1 seed Victoria Azarenka ,
who failed to reach the finals at either
Wimbledon or the Olympic Games.
It was the match that all tennis
enthusiasts had been waiting for and
they were not to be disappointed.
Azarenka made Williams work
for it. After winning the first set
convincingly, 6-2, Williams faltered,
and Azarenka displayed the skills
that made her the top ranked player
in the world.
Azarenka won the set she had to
win, and she did it in a big 6-2 way
to tie things up at one set apiece. But
the unrelenting Williams wouldn't be
denied, and she hung in there during
the third and final set when things
seemed to be shifting in Azarenka's
favor.
With the championship · on
the line and Azarenka serving for
the match, Williams frantically
and loudly broke her serve and
successively won the next two sets to
win her second Grand Slam title of
the year in trilling fashion.
Over the season Williams
seemed to easily cruise to her
other titles, including her London
Olympics win over Maria Sharapova

where she shouted in delight and
then hopped like a school kid on a
playground. However, there would
be no dancing her way to victory, the
U.S Open adversity was everywhere.
Williams is undeniably no
stranger to difficulty, and she proved
that once again in her U.S Open
triumph. She has worked hard to
improve her game at all levels. She
knows how to harness her power and
conserve it for the right moment.
Those tricky angles that she can hit
cross court require finesse to pull
off. She volleys well and she's very
comfortable at the net; she also has
a great overhead. She can pull off
a drop shot in a rally after bashing
12 balls deep into the baseline. She
can hit winners from anywhere on
the court. And, when her opponent
charges the net, she has the option
of hitting a topspin lob or smack a
passing shot by her.
She's not solely a server and
volleyer, she's not purely a defensive
player, and she doesn't just rely
heavily on offensive baseline play.
Williams possesses an all court game
which- she can adapt to all surfaces,
making her a formidable opponent in
the tennis world. She took the hard
route by having to face Agnieszka
Radwanska in the Wimbledon final
back in July, but she stood tall and
took a dominating early set to win
a grueling, 'three ' set match, 6-1,
5-7, 6-2. Despite the game going
full time, the result was never in
question, as Serena fought her way
to her fifth Wimbledon title and back
atop the tennis world.
Serena Williams has done
more than just win Wimbledon, the
U.S. Open and Olympics gold this
summer; she's owned the entire sport
of tennis- men's and women's. The
spotlight has been hers, and she's
proved over and over, that she's still
Queen of tennis.
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Lockout Spells
Danger for Hockey
By:
Alex Gruber
.
...........................
.......

On September 15, the
collective bargaining agreement
(CBA) between the National
Hockey League (NHL) and
the NHL Players' Association
(NHLPA) came to an end.
This left the league no
choice but to lock out the players,
meaning they cannot visit team
facilities, get paid, or get traded.
But the key here is that, unless
there's a miracle in the next few
days, games will have to be
cancelled.
This situation may not
be unfamiliar for ' some sports
fans, as the National Basketball
Association recently played a 66game season, shortened from the
normal 82-game schedule due to
CBA negotiations.
And,
unfortunately,
this
situation for the NHL comes less
than ten years after the entire
2004-05 season was cancelled
by a lockout. It looks as though
the resolution will be closer to
the unwanted no-season scenario
than one in which a full season is
played.
Why can't the sides come to
an agreement? As with most things
in sports, it comes down to money.
Currently,
players
are
assigned 57 percent of "hockeyCOURlESY OF ATHLETUC COMMUNICATIONS
Stain Berg Point Guard NSU Basketball.
related revenue" (HRR), which
is generated from things such
By:
Andre Jensen
as
ticket sales,
advertising
..................................
and sponsorships, TV network
Sophomore Stian Berg hopes
I sat down with Berg and asked
him a few questions:
contracts, and more.
to do big things on the basketball
The league owners want to
court as he starts his collegiate
What do you love about the
reduce this number as much as
career at NSU. Berg, an international
game of basketball?
student from Oslo, Norway, is no
they can, which could be anywhere
When I was very young I always
from 47 to 50 percent. The NHLpA
remember being around basketball
stranger to the game of basketball.
because my dad was a coach. So, I
He comes from a family of players.
wants to keep it at 57 percent, or
His father is the coach of the Baerum
insert a clause that would start it
pretty much grew up in the game. I
Basket of the BLNO, the Norwegian
love the complexity, the speed and
off at a lower amount and bring it
back up near the end of the deal.
professional basketball league. His
performing for the crowd.
NHLPA
Additionally,
brother Dainiel also played in the
Who are · your favorite
U.S., at the New York Institute of
professional basketball players?
Executive Director Donald Fehr
Technology (NYIT) for four seasons.
has indicated that he will fight
The legendary John Stockton
Before coming to the U.S.,
for changes in the salary cap
played for the Utah Jazz. Steve
Berg played for his father's
system, which would likely mean
Novak the new point guard for the
a removal of the current variable
Lakers and, my personal favorite
team at Baerum Basket. Helping
hard cap, which sat at $63 million
Carmelo Anthony of the N.Y Knicks.
Baerum finish with a 19-11 record
last season.
and a national championship in
What's your favorite NBA
Incidentally, Fehr represented
2010-2011season. Berg averaged
team?
Major League Baseball's players
10.8 points, 2.4 rebounds and 2.2
I am a committed Knicks fan till
in the 1994 MLB labor strike. In
assists per game.
the day I me.
What is the best and worst
this case, the CBA had expired in
He was named · to the
Norwegian Under-20 National Team
part of being an international
December 1993, but the league
and the MLB Players' Association
player?
for the 2011 Division B European
allowed play to continue as long
Championships and averaged 13.6
In Norway the competition
as negotiations continued.
points and 2.9 rebounds per game.
in basketball is not at a great level
Fehr firmly believed that
Berg attended Norges Toppidretts
and the lack of school basketball
the NHL could try to play on
Gymnas the Norwegian College of . doesn't help that either. That, I
Elite Sport.
~,J>.
without a deal, but this did not
would consider to be the worst part.
In his first y~~~ of piaying
The best part is that I get to play . come to fruition. Now, with the
season slated to begin October
for the national team and, in certain
basketball in the U.S., Berg transferred
11, something major would have
countries, like Spain and Italy,
at the behest of NSU Basketball
to change in order to avoid losing
Coaches, Gary Tuell and Brandon
basketball has become very popular.
games.
Crone who recruited him from
What are your hopes for the
Considering the NHL lockout
Northern Illinois University. There
future in basketball?
of 2004, this is the last thing
Berg made 30 appearances, including
My biggest hope is to play
for the Norwegian national team at
hockey needs. The resulting in13 starts - averaging 3.7 points,
game rule changes, such as the
international tournaments and maybe
eighth-best among Mid-American
the Olympics in 2016. I also hope to
Conference (MAC) freshmen, and 0.9
trapezoid behind the goal and
the introduction of shootouts,
play professionally either in the NBA
rebounds while playing 17.1 minutes
have made for a more exciting,
or internationally.
per game.

DESIGN BY A. ESCOBAR

The NHL is likely to lockout again.

and certainly more interesting,
product.
But fan support dropped
sharply during the first couple of
years after the league restarted,
except in the big hockey towns
like Detroit, Chicago, and New
York. And the sport is also given a
bad rap for being a thuggish sport,
where fighting is semi-legal and
headshots are almost as frequent
as goals.
And now they're going to
cancel games for the second time
.in less than ten years because they
can't decide how to distribute
money? Some fans will definitely
be disappointed with that.
Those people, however, are
not what I would consider true
fans . A true fan will stick it out
with the league, waiting for the
deal to get done, and be first in
line at the ticket window when
things start back up.
The players, on the other
hand, will be fighting on a couple
of fronts. They will want to be
playing, and, of course, they are
not going to like the lack of a
paycheck. As such, Europe will
provide an outlet for many players.
Russia's Kontinental Hockey
League (KHL) features 26 teams,
and new stipulations will allow
each team in that league to take in
up to three current NHL players,
provided they meet various quality
standards.
Additionally,
leagues
in
countries such as Finland and
Sweden have been treasure
troves for NHL teams in terms of

producing elite talent. Players born
in those countries could consider
returning, if only temporarily.
Perhaps the biggest takeaway
here is the impact this will have
on South Florida. The Panthers
were easily the most exciting team
in the state last year (no offense
meant to the Heat); although they
were probably the most frustrating
as well.
Breaking a historic playoff
drought of more than a decade, the
Panthers stormed to a Southeast
Division title and the third seed in
the Eastern Conference playoffs .
The change in the franchise's
attitude, which included signing
many key free agents, put them
firmly at the center of Florida's
attention. Fan support soared to
levels not seen since the team
played at the Miami Arena -- back
when they made the Stanley Cup
finals in 1996. Heck, they even
brought back the rats.
With the momentum of the
Panthers' best season in a long
time firmly set in, coach Kevin
Dineen's squad would have been
considered a major player in the
postseason chase. Improvement on
the 94 points racked up last year
was almost a sure bet.
But now, most teams will
probably struggle out of the gates,
if there's even games played this
season. Fan support will waver.
And in the end, the whole thing
will have been about money. Such
a shame.
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Review: ·EI
the Stage
. . . . ave 'ul

By: Saily Regueiro

NSU has a Division of
Performing and Visual Arts in
the Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences that presents theatrical
plays, musical concerts, and art
exhibitions all throughout the
year. The talents that take part in
these performances are all students
and even faculty. They are the
ones that create the art work that
is displayed, act out the drama
and comedy behind a scene, and
give voices to the music. The
following is a list of the shows, and
exhibitions coming up this fall that
you will not want to miss.
Women Outside Design:
Confessions of Life and Death
When: September 11- October 9
Where: Gallery 217
You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown
Book, music, and lyrics by Clark
Gesner
This light hearted and fun story is
a Peanuts-inspired musical comedy
for the whole family.
When: September 28-0ctober 7
Fridays and Saturdays at 7:30pm
Sundays at 2:00pm
Where: Performance Theatre
Fifth Annual Faculty Exhibition
This exhibition features works of

different styles created by the visual
arts faculty.
When: October 30-Novemher 30
Opening Reception: Thesday,
October 30 15:30-7:30 p.m.
Where: Gallery 217
The Complete History of America
(Abridged)
By Adam Long, Reed Martin, and
Austin Tichenor
600 years of history in 6,000 seconds
- History will never be the same.
When: November 9-18
Fridays and Saturdays [7:30 p.m.
Sundays 12:00 p.m.
Where: Black Box Theatre
PEACE: A Holiday Concert
An eclectic mix of beautiful music
and holiday favorites performed by
NSU's music ensembles
When: Friday, November 30
6:00 and 8:30 p.m.
Where: Miniaci Performing Arts
Center
For more informatiori ' on the
shows listed or to find out what
else is going on in the Division
of Performing Arts check out the
website http://www.fcas.nova.edul
divisions/pva/index.cfm.
These
productions are open to the public.
Tickets are required for admission.
So what are you waiting for? To
book tickets call the box office at
(954) 262-8179.

J~y:

Francesca ArInagno

EI Agave Azul is nestled into
a quiet shopping plaza next to
the bustling 595 Expressway. Its
small storefront is topped with an
unassuming neon sign that only
reads, "TACOS." It is, one would
assume, a Mexican restaurant, but
nothing on the outside suggests
how good their food is. After
driving past the restaurant dozens
of times, I finally noticed it last
week and, well, clearly I had been
missing out.
The nearly 3 year old
EI Agave Azul is minimally
decorated; it does not contain the
typical festive items found on
many Mexican restaurants' walls.
It is strictly business, so to speak.
But, what was once only a tiny
take-out place with standing room
to order, has expanded into a brand
new cafeteria-style dining area that
is bright and clean, with two large
televisions hanging on the wall.
The bold blue menu hanging above
the front counter, center of savory
intrigue,
features
street-style
food that is portable and quick to
prepare, like tacos, tostadas, and
,burritos. The menu gives you the
freedom to completely customize
your meal: you choose the tortilla,
the protein, the sauce, the toppings,
and optional sides, all of which are
prepared in front oLyou in the fully

visible prep area. Plus,' every item
on the menu costs $9 or less.
As a first time ' customer,
I was briefly overwhelmed but
ultimately excited by the extensive
choices available. I decided on a
pork burrito, served "everything
style" with rice, beans, fresh pico
de gallo, queso fresco, and a little
hot sauce for $6.69. Three minutes
after finding my seat, the order
was ready; it was impressive that
the cooks were able to take orders
and prepare them in so little time.
This $7 burrito had some heft to it
with all the fillings, and I doubted
that I would be able to finish itbut that was before I tried it. The
first bite released a burst of flavors:
tender pulled pork seasoned to
perfection, fluffy rice, and criSp
and cool toppings that provided
great contrast to the zing of the hot
sauce. The first bite became the
second, and then the third and soon
enough I had eaten the entire thing.
With my mouth burning from the
heat and a pile of napkins crumpled
around me, I was surprised at how
messy I had been without realizing
it, but satisfied overall. It was
certainly worth the $7.
EI Agave Azul's greatest asset
is their ability to serve up authentic
: flavors made with de'c eptively
simple, fresh ingredients, and
do it quickly, even during the

dinnertime , rush . They take the
idea of fast food to a new level
and give their customers cheerful
service and easy, comforting food
that is more than worth the price.
Their meals incorporate some of
Mexico 's most iconic flavors, like
chicken tacos with salsa verde
or ancho chili sauce, but they
also offer slightly more exotic
sopes with spiced chorizo and
refried beans or trompo, thinly
sliced roasted pork that is served
similarly to Greek gyros. And with
vegetarian options like sauteed
mushrooms or poblano peppers
and onions, EI Agave Azul is a
place for everyone. They also sell
bottles of their salsa roja and salsa
verde, in case you love it so much
you refuse to leave without it.
This restaurant is nearly
perfect; my only criticism would
be that the menu can be a little
confusing for a first time diner
who doesn't know what to order.
Next time I will get the hang of it,
though - and there will definitely
be a next time. For anyone who
needs a quick, satisfying meal
or wants to explore new flavors
with their friends, I recommend
EI Agave Azul. Check them out at
their one treasured location, 13040
W State Road 84 Davie, FL 33325,
for dine-in, take-out, and catering.

Channel 96~ '
Movie Show Times: September

1 30,2012

For more information: www.nova.edu/sharksunitedtv,

(954) 262-2602, email sharktv@nova.edu

= CH 96 Movies
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Sept. 19

The Lucky One

The Lorax

Sept. 20

United 93

Disturbia

Sept. 21

Hunger Games
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Sept. 24
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Think Like A
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Here are my top five fashion trends:

,
1.

-J

DO play with colors and prints, but

DO walk on the wild side with
leopard print accessories

DON'T say
maxidresses just yet

to summer

Coming in at Number 5 are
pencil skirts. They are going
beyond the workplace. They're fun
and classy and they come in many
prints and colors.

but, DON'T revive the disco!

DO embrace the scarf as an
accessory

~, --. "."

Number 4 is animal print.
Personally, I love leopard. But all
animal print can make an outfit
funky and unique. It doesn't
necessa.rily have to be your
clothing, it can be a handbag or a
pump, just don't overdo it.

DO show off your own personal
style

Ijtatlttr
Dttails

DO layer,

DO use earrings to dress up a basic
outfit
Number 3.is leather. It is making a comeback. A leather skirt or leather
short.s can spice up any outfit.

but, DON'T let layering get the
best of

~

.

Number 2 is collars. You can wear
a simple collared top are something
a little more bold with prints, lace,

And,DON'T forget to have fun
with
outfits!

Greg Behrend Fort Lauderdale Improv,
Fort Lauderdale 8 p.mand 10:30 p.m.

IS-September 24 s.mrday 9.22
Tuesday 9.18
. Floridas Funniest Comedian Fort
Lauderdale Improv, Fort Lauderdale 8 p.m.

Wednesday 9.19 ·
Datslk Firepower Records Tour
RevolutiQn Live, Fort Lauderdale, 9 p.m . .
Conquer Th~ Mic Freestyle Battle
Revolution Live, Fort Lauderdale, 10 p.m.

Thursday 9~20
Jazz Sessions feat. Wes Montgomery
Green Room, Fort Lauderdale, 7 p.m:
Anderson Cooper Hard Rock Live, .
Hollywood, 8 p.m.

United Way of Broward County's
"Rock UnitednRevolution Live, Fort
Lauderdale,S p.m.
The Adicts Culture Room, Fort
Lauderdale 8 p.m.

..

~

Sunday 9.23
Circa Survive Revolution Live; Fort
Lauderdale, 6 p.m.
Brother Ali's Mourning In
.America Tour w/BlankTape
Bekived Culture Room, Fort
Lauderdale, 7:30 p.m.

Friday 9.21
Julio Iglesias Hard Rock
Live, Hollywood, 8 p.m.
Tribal Seed Culture Room, Fort
Lauderdale 8 p.m.

Monday 9.24
Preseason: Florida Panthers vs.
Nashville Predators American Airlines Arena,
Miami, 2:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.

Finally, coming in at Number 1, my personal favorite - the loafer!
These are made for a true fashionista. I love, love, love the spiked
loafers. For those days you
Whatever fashion trend you choose; always show off your own
personal style. Like the famous saying goes "Fashion fades, but style is
eternal."
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IS Public Safety?
By: Ketora Pierre-Paul
Quick, someone just broke into
your car and you need to go to Public
Safety to report it. Where is it? Don't
know? You're not alone.
Student's safety on campus
should be NSU's biggest priority.
Part of student safety is knowing
where to find help when you need
it. Last week when I lost something
very important to me, I went to the
side of the Parker building, where
public safety was located last year,
and it was gone. There was no sign
and, not so much as a phone number
to call.
There are many reasons
students should know where Public
Safety is - reporting crimes like theft
or vandalism, reporting threats to

campus or personal safety and even
reporting missing items or returning
found items.
But, instead of finding the
public safety office last week, I
found an abandoned building. I
actually stood there for a few minutes
gawking at where the entrance used
to be because I couldn't find the
buzzer. I even asked a couple of
peopl"e who worked in the Parker
building and they couldn't tell me
where it had gone.
Campus safety is important
and there should be, at least, an
announcement that tells students where
the new location is. Similar to the
NSU is now a non-smoking campus
initiative, maybe a flyer, e-mail, or big
posters around campus that could have

announced the move ahead of time and
the change in location.
If you go to the public safety
page on NSU's website a phone
number is listed, but there is no
address or directions to the office.
After my failed attempts to locate
the Public Safety, I finally called
the office and found out it was
located past University Park Plaza
on SW 36th St, (when coming
from University Dr.). Even though
this is consider on campus, it is a
considerable distance to get there if
you needed to get their quickly.
While I did eventually find out
where the office is, I have yet to see
it. The office of public safety may be
the best kept secret on campus. Now,
doesn't that make you feel safe?

On the Scene:

The Public Safety building seems to be more private than public.

In honor of Hispanic Heritage Month, what is your
culture and how do you celebrate it?

Haitian· "On Jan. 1, Haitian
Independence Day, we eat pu.mpki
soup with bread." Ashley Dufanal,
sophomore pre-nursing major

German · "Every year, the week after
Thanksgiving, I bake spekulatius cookies
with my family."
Collier Strenkert, sophomore biology
and mar.i ne biology double major

Saudi Arabian- "After Ramadan we
celebrate to end fasting, and make
a yearly pilgrimage to Mecca."
Abdur Bakhsh, sophomore,biology

Venezuelan· "I go to eat authentic .
Venezuelan food in the area, and eat '
a lot with my family on holidays."
Victor Carruyo, senior business
administration major.

Cqlombian- "On Colombian
Independence Day, we get together as a
family and watch the carnivals on
television.;' " , .
Stephanie Ced,e~o, sophomore biology

Irish/Polish- "We celebrate St.
Patrick's day as a family and get
together to look at the family
tree."Kyle Cahill, sophomore
biology major.

The Current, 'We've got Y ,Ill

campus nelMs.
That's the bottolD line.
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Help Wanted
All students should contact the Office ofStudent
Employment located on the first floor ofthe Horvitz
building to apply for these positions (954.262.3967)
Job # 002
Senior Student Assistant
Provide telephone technical support
to the NSU computing community.
Collect
and
record
specific
information regarding user requests
and problems. Dispatch problem
reports to appropriate personnel.
20-25 hrs/wk; $l1/hr

type
correspondence,
generate
reports and other documents. Assist
with mailings and special projects.
Accurate data entry in Access and
Banner. Set up and maintain files.
Assist visitors to the department
efficiently and courteously. Perform
other tasks as assigned by supervisor.
20 hrs/wk; $9/hr (between 9am-1pm)

Job #: 039
Desktop Computing Assistant
Assist full-time employees with the
daily installation and maintenance
and support of personal computer
hardware and software.
20hrs/wk; $101hr

Job #: 423
Section Editor
Oversee the assignment and
production of specific section in the
University student-run newspaper.
Job functions include but are not
limited to determining stories for
a specific section, editing all copy
for the section before submitting to
Managing Editor.
20-25 hrs/wk; $9/hr

Job #: 054
Lab Monitor
Assist
students
and
faculty
computer related problems in the
microcomputer lab.
25 hrs/wk; $8/hr
Job#: 086
Graduate Student Assistant
Assist coordinator with on-going
projects within the department.
15-20hrs/wk; $111hr
Job #: 165
Lifeguard
Prevent accidents through the
enforcement of policies, rules,
regulation, and the conduct of
persons using the pool, saunas, and
spa. Additional duties: scrub pool
gutters, heavy vacuum and hosing
deck.
Available: 7 a.m. - 8 p;m.; $91hr
Job #: 224
Intramural Sports Official
Officiate intramural sports based
on rules and regulations as set forth
by Campus Recreation. Ensure that
teams/individuals follow rules and
regulations. Provide all intramural
participants with superior customer
service. Remain visible and on post
at all times.
Mon-Thurs, 5:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.;
occasional weekends; $81hr
Job #: 353
Student Resecm:h Assistant
Assist faculty with various research
projects. Provide clerical and
research support to undergraduate
and gradu'!te business programs.
Tasks include 'data mUection,
analyzing , data, data :entry,filing,
phones. General office work, other
duties as assigned.
up to 20 hrs/wk; $1()/hr
-Job#: 360
Office AsSistant
Filing, phones, copying, errands and
. other duties as assigned.
20hrs/wk; $8.25/hr

Job #: 500
Phonathon Worker
Call alumni from all over the
country to update their information.
Let our alumni know about new
developments at NSU and ask for
support of NSU through our annual
giving program.
10-15 hrs/wk; $8.50/hr
Job#: 566
Admin. Student Assistant (Miami!
Kendall)
Have contact with students and
respond to their needs either in
person or by phone. Handle special
requests from director and assistant
directors in regards to recruiting
projects.
20-25 /hrs/wk; $10/hr
Job#: 568
Admin. Student ' Assistant (West
Palm Beach)
Provide administrative support
and services to the SEC recruiting
staff, meeting enrollment goals and
objectives. Assist in providing office
coverage to front desk. Provide
customer service to all callers and
visitors in a professional manner.
20-25 hrs/wk; $101hr
Job #: 573
Stdent Assistant
Form letters, answer telephone calls,
take messages, make photocopies.
Assist with clerical work in office.
$8.51hr
Job .#: 679
Senior Student Assistant .
Pmvide clerical support and
administrative assistance to the
various administrators.
20 hrsIwkl; $91hr

Job#:397
Student Ambassador
Conduct campus tours to prospective
students and their families. Other
duties include data entry. Answer
incoming phone calls. Participate in
special events and telecounseling.
20 hrs/wk; $8.25/hr

Job #: 719
Graduate Assistant
Process -application waivers: Assist
with FL Prepiurl.: invoicing and
payment posting preparation; set
up aging reports; analyze accounts
to see if late fee and holel _should
be applied. Analyze accounr for
NSU Payment Plans. Assist tlIe AIR
manager and specialist as needed.
Other dutie~ as assigned.
10-15 hrs/wk; $l1/hr

Job #: 412
Admin. Student Assistant
Answer telephones, take accurate
messages, route calls, respond
courteously and professionally to
routine inquiries. Compose and

Job #: 778
Student Assistant
Receive technical 'hardware and
software. Process the items with
a barcode scanner and computer.
Deliver items to various departments
on- arid off-campus.

20 hrs/wkl; $91hr

15 hrs/week; $8.25/hr

15-20 hrs/week; $81hr

Job #: 779
Operations AssistantIF acilities
Answer telephones, manage the
operation of the front service desk,
answer questions, enforce facility
and program policies, conduct face
checks, and distribute information
and directions. Maintain the
cleanliness of the facility and the
upkeep of the facility program space.
$7.501hr

Job #: 154
Graduate Student Assistant
Analyze accounts for reconciliation
and placement with third parties.
Assist with filing, mailing letters
and mail merge projects in all areas
of the department (Perkins student
loans and tuition accounts). Maintain
and prepare documents for imaging.
Assist management and staff in other
duties as necessary.
20 hrs/week; $111hr

Job #: HPD 146
Student Assistant
Data entry in Access database. Be
able to reconcile multiple Excel
reports and software program
reports, update spreadsheets. Be
able to manage large quantities of
confidential documents. Check in
orders and ensure accuracy then
distribute to correct department.
20 hrs/week; $8.501hr

Job #: 783
Personal Trainer
Provide members with a quality,
safe, and effective workout. Maintain
written documentation of each client.
20Ihrs/wk; $18/hr - starting and
depending on experience.
Job #: 910
Student Assistant - East Campus,
Ft. Lauderdale
Operate telephone switchboard to
route, receive, and place calls to
all campus locations. Disseminate
information to callers on NSU
programs of study, events and
special
advertisements.
Place
and track long distance calls for
internal NSU customers. Other
duties as assigned. On occasional
basis, attend divisional and NSU
sponsored meetings and instructional
workshops. Supervisor will provide
more detailed job description.
20/hrs/wk; $l1/hr
Job #: HPD 089
Administrative Student Assistant
Manage classroom of approximately
100 students. Duties include:
maintaining classroom policies
and protocol, taking attendance,
distributing handouts, proctoring
exams, assisting with trouble
shooting broadcast problems, and
other related duties as required
12 hrs/wk; $101hr
-

Job #: 374
Field Operations Assistant
Assist the Operations Coordinator
by ensuring fields and facilities are
prepared for home games and events.
Act as a troubleshooter at events by
providing supervision. Also assist
with game management
20 hrs/week; $81hr

Job #: HPD 158
Student Assistant/Office Assistant
Typing correspondence, collecting
and distributing mail, photocopying,
answering phone, meeting and
greeting student and visitors.
20 hrs/week; $8/hr
Job #: HPD 130
Check for accuracy of data;
review charts and prepare billable
procedures. Collect necessary data
for reports. Create files. Make phone
calls to patients and doctors. Update
appointments and support peers.
20 hrs/week; $lO/hr

Job #: 502
Network Specialist
Assists in the installation of
networking eq¢pment. Assists in
trouble-shooting network outages.
Gather and compile information for
special projects.
20 hrs/week; $l1lhr

Job #: HPD 201
Student Assistant
Take messages, copying, faxing, scan
documents, filing, data entry. Create
patient files, type letters. Create
spreadsheets and scan _documents.
Assist department supervisor in day
to day activities. Other ' duties as
assigned.
20 hrs/week; $8.50thr

Job #: 561
Student Assistant
Assist the team with marketing,
-event planning, and research.
Support the administrative needs of
the office. Work with students and
employers aiding the employment
database process.
2() hrs/week; $8/hr

Job #: HPD 213
Student Assistant
Type correspondence, data entry,
scanning, faxing, filing, mailing
and data entry in the system. Assist
other staff members. Create letters,
arrange documents for meetings.
20 hrs/week; $8.50lhr

Job#: 615
Service Representative
Provide telephone support for the
marketing department.
20 hrs/week; $101hr
Job#: 711
Student Scholarship Assistant
Update and maintain database,
review, edit and write scholarship
questions, assist in mailings _both
electronic and paper, assist in
preparing presentations, provide
support in developing and delivering
online scholarships.
20 hrsIweek; $9-121hr .

Job#: 098
Student Assistant
Provide administrative support
for Residential Life & Housing.
Assist in the general operation and
-communication of office procedures
and functions. Duties include but
not limited to: inputting information
on work orders, incident reports,
locksmith .request, 'etc. Filing and
Job #: 71$
copying of confidentialdocliments;
Smdeitt Ass~tant
Maintaining andorganiziIlg kitchen
Assist· deparUnent by - reViewing
and storage rooms, and other " rec-Ords for . accuracy. Modify
common areas. Correspond with
spreadsheetS. Research and update
remrd
information.
Retrieve,
other NSU departments as required
to assist reSidents or -staff members.
print and : prepare documents for
Other duties as assigned.
processing. Photocopying, sorting,
20 hrs/week; $7.67Ihr
filing, mailing, and -other duties as
assigned.
Job #: 103
, 14 hrs/week; $8.501hr
':\Student Assistant
Provide clerkal assistance. -this '. Job #: 726
includes filing, phones, etc
Office Assistant
20 hrs/week; $101hr
.0Uice duties to include typing,
-supply -- 'ordering, . photocopying,
, :Job #: 307
.tCJ.king messages, filing, etc. ' Assist
with -cash management of sales.
Orientation Assistant
Plan, organize and implement
Act as a resource person, directing
orientation events for students,
patrons, etc. Schedule and fulfill
requests . for conference _ rooms
parents. Conduct group meetings
with students and parents. Prepare
and events. Create bulletin board
displays. Provide coverage for Flight
orientation materials such as binders
and flyers. Transport orientation
Deck when needed. May be required
materials to sites as needed. Work
to assist with inventory maintenance
of stock and equipment. Other duties
with Student Affairs to coordinate
events and activities. Other duties as
as assigned by Student Union senior
staff.
assigned.

Job #: HPD 214
Graudate Assitant / Biostatistics
Teaching Assistant
Assist students in the computer
laboratory to learn how to use '
statistical software packages: JMPSAS, SAS, Epilnfo, Excel, C-Power.
20 hrs/week; $ll1hr
t.

Job #: HPD 218
SmdeDt AssistantIReceptionist Assist :department with the following
duties: .copying, ' filing, phone -calls,
electronic c-ommunication, word
processing, interoffice/inter-campus
deliveries.
25 hrs/week; .$8.S01hr
Job #: HPD 653
Administrative Student Assistant
Interact with faculty and staff as
needed, filing, duplication mailing,
Internet searches, etc. Work with MS
Word, Excel, etc. Maintain office
supplies, phone coverage. Other
duties as assigned.
10 hrs/week, $8.50Ihr
Job #: 796
_Student AssistantlEvellt Services
Jobs include Guest Services, Ticket
Takers, Ushers, Ticket Sellers and
other various event services and box
office jobs:
'5-20hrs/week; $8/hr
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